PIECES
BIO

DEBUT EP
‘LESSONS’
OUT 12TH MARCH 2021
DEBUT SINGLE
‘WAKE ME UP’
OUT 26TH FEBRUARY 2021
Stream ‘WAKE ME UP’ and the EP ‘LESSONS’ HERE.
Who are Pieces?
Chris Serbyn – Guitars | Vocals
Chris Major – Bass | Vocals
Lewis Carrington – Drums | Vocals
Having played together in various bands previously (An Army of Lights) Pieces formed in 2017, and
the band is based on friendship and a common purpose through the love of playing. Pieces were
created after deliberately deciding that the 3 of us wanted to get back to basics and write music that
just came naturally and simply for the love of creating something together. No bullshit and no agenda.
How would they describe their sound?

As a three piece the music is raw and takes on a no-frills approach, however, Pieces instinct is to
write great songs awash with melody. The formula is straightforward but pieces have developed a
relentless habit of producing powerful anthemic songs formula and it’s the energy, particularly in their
live performance, that sets them apart. Three close friends that are all on the same page and that
comes across in the sound. The music is heavy, energised, to the point, honest and unified.
Be prepared to be blown away by Pieces heavy and honest indie sound with snappy melodic traits
throughout. Think Bombay Bicycle Club, Boxer Rebellion, The Walkmen and Tokyo Police Club.
What is the burning desire for 2021?
Pieces are desperate to play and showcase what they have been working on over lockdown! Pieces
have an incredibly powerful live sound and that is where this band comes into its own. Not being able
to perform has been particularly frustrating as it’s what sets them apart. It’s like many things during
the pandemic when it’s not there, you realise how much you miss it and Pieces can’t wait to play live
together again to audiences who are undoubtably going to be up for a good time!
We spent 2019/20 playing gigs and building a strong following whilst writing loads of material that we
can’t wait to revisit and play again in 2021. Throughout the pandemic we have continued to have a
burning desire to write new music and the next step is now to release some of that new material and
extend our reach. Being in and out of lockdown created plenty of challenges, however, we’re excited
to announce our first EP release ‘Lessons’ due out in March 2021 and can’t wait to let people hear
what we’ve been up to.
Socials:
Instagram – @piecesband
Facebook – @piecesuk
Soundcloud – www.soundcloud.com/piecesuk
Email – piecesuk@gmail.com
Contact – 07834 838614

